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Battle horse knives feather stick

Just got this knife and I didn't see much talk about it here so figured I'd throw some info and a photo. I bought Maura Garberg and to be honest, I don't like it... Thus, the search for a full Tan Moraish knife continued. As soon as I found the BHK pen stick I knew it had at least the specs I wanted, and after
ordering it and getting it in hand I found this is what I wanted all along. This knife stays true to its name as its great for wood work, the general task of the camp is how to make tent stakes and cooking etc. I am the kind of guy who prefers an axe or an axe with a 4-inch knife, so I think this will become one
of my regular forest companions. This is a big knife that arrived very sharp and I couldn't be happier with it! For their website: 1/8 O1 tool became 8 3/4 Across the length of the knife 3 7/8 Cutting Edge 15/16 Over the entire height from sharp to spine a large knife and very similar to Mora. This knife has an
excellent grip with a small cone in front to the back handle. You won't be disappointed by that. Great for EDC or Bushcrafting. Last edited: December 19, 2016 Looks like a big cutter! Love curves to the blade and handle. I want to get one of them, the only thing that stops me is that I don't like to handle
heavy knives. How to feel/balance with this essential Micarta handle? Any ideas on weight? Thanks, I'm just picky about it, most guys can probably care less if the knife is a little handle heavy. I just bought one in an orange G10 and it will definitely handle heavy, but fit and finish superbly. Haven't had it yet
but did a bit of feathersticking with it and I like the feel and possibilities of it. Okay, honestly.................. My Moras cut at least as well as this, but this one has a lot of weight and brawnier, hard knife. Love the orange G10 too. I want to get one of them, the only thing that stops me is that I don't like to handle
heavy knives. How to feel/balance with this essential Micarta handle? Any ideas on weight? Thanks, I'm just picky about it, most guys can probably care less if the knife is a little handle heavy. I found the balance point of the knife to be about 1/3 of the way back on the handle, just behind the pin closest to
the blade. The total weight is at 6.7 ounces. Last edited: December 19, 2016 Thank you for the response, sounds like a very normal balance point. I may have to give one a try. In there is one, and I really like it. Definitely worth a look if you want a hefty full Tan Mora like a knife. It's a beautiful knife. Are we
going to see a few shots? It's a beautiful knife. Are we going to see a few shots? My wife works a lot this week, so I'm at the children's service (3 yo and 6 months).....that's going to Action shots to a minimum for the most part! I had a little pen sticking this week, sitting by the wood-burning stove and her
her at it, I have to remember to snap a few shots the next time I do it! Last edited: June 28, 2017 Nice knife, and I like the table matte, M14/M1A? Welcome to the Brown Gun Club! I first met him in the 1980s in the army as the M21 system. Then in the early 90's I used one for NRA High Power before
everyone switched to Black Gun. There's still a Super Match in my safe. This is the best combat rifle ever made. Shortly after we went to A-stan, the army dug them out of the closet and began issuing them again as a designated Marksman rifle. Very good score. Congratulations.. I definitely like these
looks too and wanted to check one out for a while now. Although I also don't care much for the stick of heavy blades, I still think the overall blade profile would make a nice solid user, that's easy to control. @JustinB60 good initial review! I still get to feel mine before I post a lot, but I've noticed a few things:
the balance is in front of the handle for sure and makes for a very nimble blade. With a blade only 4 or so, I'm not concerned about the balance point because it's not built to be a helicopter. The micarta stick (mine is polished naturally with red liners) is the most comfortable stick I have ever held. The blade
is definitely thicker than my mora, but still slices well. The angle is skewed more on the bhk than the mora, and you can easily tell (moras cut like lasers for me), but a larger angle makes for a more stable scandi edge, which I'd rather have. My Featherstick was certainly sharp enough to be used on the
ground on arrival, I only needed to strop it to have it shave sharp. Since then I started the process of removing the plant grind lines on the edge and starting the patina. Since everyone loves photography, here's a couple to keep the thread alive! Sent from my SM-G930V using Tapatalk @JustinB60 a good
initial review! I still get to feel mine before I post a lot, but I've noticed a few things: the balance is in front of the handle for sure and makes for a very nimble blade. With a blade only 4 or so, I'm not concerned about the balance point because it's not built to be a helicopter. The micarta stick (mine is
polished naturally with red liners) is the most comfortable stick I have ever held. The blade is definitely thicker than my mora, but still slices well. The angle is skewed more on the bhk than the mora, and you can easily tell (moras cut like lasers for me), but a larger angle makes for a more stable scandi
edge, which I'd rather have. My Featherstick was certainly sharp enough to be used on the ground on arrival, I only needed to strop it to have it shave sharp. Since then I started the process of removing the plant grind lines on the edge and starting the patina. Because everyone loves Here's a couple to
keep the thread alive! Sent from my SM-G930V via Tapatalk Great Photo. Love Love colors, if possible. Can someone place a spine shot of rice on top to get a general idea of how thick the scales are? Looks like a good knife. It is a pity that the person wielding the knife is an amateur pen stick maker ...
The house I just ordered is one of BHK with a custom version of skeletonized Tan. They are great for the job. Now the wait begins. I just ordered one from BHK with a custom version of the skeletonized tang. They are great for the job. Now the wait begins. I like the sound of a skeletonized pen. Look
forward to hearing from this Alex. How long is it going to take? Hey Mike, about 45 days to build, about the same time as a standard order. Cool... Something like that I get. We look forward to seeing your impressions. GNS I briefly, felt a real handle heavy. I'm sure the sleletonized Tang would ease him
quite a bit. Does BHK sharpen the spine as LT Wright does? Is this the last step after the handle is polished and ends around where the scales start? In other words, the entire spine is not a sharp ground. He was left polished on the scales. Does BHK sharpen the spine as LT Wright does? Is this the last
step after the handle is polished and ends around where the scales start? In other words, the entire spine is not a sharp ground. He was left polished on the scales. I think you're right in that the spine is sharpened last.... Is the handle area shiny does BHK sharpen the spine like LT Wright does? Is this the
last step after the handle is polished and ends around where the scales start? In other words, the entire spine is not a sharp ground. He was left polished on the scales. Yes, so my land was the land. I can get a photo for reference when I have a chance around the festivities. Sent from my SM-G930V using
Tapatalk Thank You Guys. It's not a deal breaker, it was just interesting. As long as they run it ok up the scales it doesn't bother me. I had one of the knives LT Wright made for Mitch, a native survival, and they left the grind about an inch short of scales. This very unbalanced handle blad weight ratio turned
me out. I'd rather Featherstick be 3/32 as a native survival knife, but then again it's not a complete deal breaker. Thank you for your help. Keep the exits coming and enjoy the knives. Here's a photo of mine, sorry /not sorry that the spine is all dirty. The spine on the edge is really ground flat, righhhht up the
scales where it is polished and flush with the rest of the shape of the handle. My spine throws amazing sparks, by the way. Justin, is it ok with you if I keep throwing bits of my review here as well? It's kinda cool we got them within a week of each other! Here's a video from my latest out-of-the-way, using
feathered to Fire. Sent from my SM-G930V using Tapatalk No Timtay I don't mind at all! the reason I did this stream is to get some information out there there the knife I handnt heard anything about that I found to be pretty awesome, your reviews go right with this theme! I got a BHK Featherstick with a
skeletonized Tan today. 6 1/8 ounces and super comfortable in hand as expected. Came beautifully finished and sharp. The cuts are great but still feels solid with 1/8 stock and full tan (compared to Mora Companion). So far I really like the cool practical blade user at an affordable price. Waiting at the mine,
ordered on December 19, so it should not be much longer. Thanks for the pic keep me salivating AlexD! I've had my eye on this for a while now, but the day before I was going to call the custom store I came across the new Sigmora Knives Bonfire. So for now I'll hold back, but I really think I still need one.
But I believe I want to see if they will make it to 3V for me. Great looking knife ! Last edited: January 25, 2017. Any other Featherstick owners out there? Updates, Any person has one that doesn't suit them well or want to part with one? I'm still digging mine! In fact..... I can't wait for a few show used in
sales threads as I could get a second one. It looks like the skeletonized Tang saves about 0.575 ounces, a bet it loses no ability to work hard. @AlexD how much did the skeletonized version cost if you don't mind sharing? I'm still digging mine! In fact..... I can't wait for a few show used in sales threads as I
could get a second one. It looks like the skeletonized Tang saves about 0.575 ounces, a bet it loses no ability to work hard. @AlexD how much did the skeletonized version cost if you don't mind sharing? Awesome, sounds good! I'll have to check their site again. I don't remember seeing that listed as an
option. I had one in my shopping cart a couple of times, but taxes and shipping killed it for me lol. Waiting for a second-hand or used one as well. Awesome, sounds good! I'll have to check their site again. I don't remember seeing that listed as an option. I had one in my shopping cart a couple of times, but
taxes and shipping killed it for me lol. Waiting for a second-hand or used one as well. I got mine after one of their online knife shows where I think they sell leftovers from the knife shows they attend. I got it about $20 or $30 cheaper than listed on their website. Stay tuned for their website and YouTube
channel (where I've seen the sale). You have to be quick because a lot of people try to pick up their knives this way.... Some unique options are available this way as well. Blow. Any other Featherstick owners out there? Updates, Anyone has one that doesn't are they good or want to part with one? If all the
stars are aligned I'm going to place my order tomorrow for one made with 154CPM. Fingers crossed. I'm just waiting for a few touches to be approved. If all the stars are aligned I'm going to place my order tomorrow for one made with 154CPM. Fingers crossed. I'm just waiting for a few Touch must be
approved. Sweet. Didn't know it was possible either. I guess it's a custom build? Keep me informed. I would like one in 3/32. cpm154 would be a really nice option as well. Sweet. Didn't know it was possible either. I guess it's a custom build? Keep me informed. I would like one in 3/32. cpm154 would be a
really nice option as well. To be done. Yes its semi custom, honestly its dang near the regular price. 3/32 Would be pretty big going to do. Yes its semi custom, honestly its dang near the regular price. 3/32 Would be very cool, I appreciate it. It might push me over the edge. Maybe I'll ask what they can or
will do as far as the options I'm interested in. If the pen was more like a BHK Featherstick, it would be great. I found it a clumsy and disproportionate blade. It didn't feel good and I generally like a nice full handle. The feathered wand looks like a good mixture/balance. I appreciate it. It might push me over
the edge. Maybe I'll ask what they can or will do as far as the options that I'm interested in. . Lol is a slippery slope. If you remember from our PMS I said it's on my short list. Luckily, I have a VENHITIM wife who gave me the go-ahead for a birthday present that 4months early. So far BHK has been very
nice to deal with and very helpful. My last letter asked if they could do this with like a 4and1/2in long blade instead of the standard 3 and 7/8in long. But I'm still on the fence about getting it with a little longer blade. I appreciate it. It might push me over the edge. Maybe I'll ask what they can or will do as far
as the options I'm interested in. If the pen was more like a BHK Featherstick, it would be great. I found it a clumsy and disproportionate blade. It didn't feel good and I generally like a nice full handle. The feathered wand looks like a good mixture/balance. I would definitely give them a call and ask them if
they can do what you want. I asked them if they could make a smoky mountain razor and fieldcrafter both in ffg and they said of course no problem. I also know you can get a variety of thickness, carbon steel, stainless steel and custom processing options as well. Skeletonization of the blade was $20
extra, which I thought was fair. I called them, it's not an option on their website. Great knife, but I haven't used my lot, I just love my customs from the sellers here too much. Skeletonization of the blade was $20 extra, which I thought was fair. I called them, it's not an option on their website. Great knife, but
I didn't use my lot, I just love customs from sellers here too much. @AlexD If you want to sell it let me know! I plan to sell it because I have too many knives in this size, but it has a left-handed shell. However, as the new is barely used, if Please pm me. Alex I still need to try to check out one of these soon.
This thread certainly doesn't help. Mine arrived a couple of weeks ago, took it on a long hike over the weekend. It was well done, but I didn't need to cut out anything... Overall I love it, it's a bit of a handle heavy, but it feels good. Mine arrived a couple of weeks ago, took it on a long hike over the weekend.
It was well done, but I didn't need to cut out anything... Overall I love it, it's a bit of a handle heavy, but it feels good. I love the liners you chose for the handle. It looks great! Can't wait to get mine! Lol just got my mailed It's the most comfortable pen I've ever held. It's just a little more comfortable than my
Mora Companion. They made a few small tweaks to the design of the handle, making the Pen Stick a little different from the Companion. At first I didn't like the changes, but soon I preferred them. The pen stick will definitely handle heavy, but I don't think that will bother me because it's not meant to be
shredded. Micarta was almost grey looking and very boring when it arrived, so I rubbed coconut oil into it and now it's a rich black color as it should be. I actually thought the retailer had put me the wrong color, so I was very happy when the oil brought out the black Another new BHK that I showed up deep
black, how should it be so maybe they stopped relishing them at the factory? I love this knife, the search for my go outdoors knife is now complete. Okay, I know it's probably going to be a thing, but here goes. I want to get a nice Scandinavian grind knife and planned on getting the Skookum Bush tool. But
I didn't like waiting 2 with 1/2 years. I've watched more than a few videos on a pen stick and at a hundred dollars cheaper the only real difference I see is the curve knife and placement point. I would love to hear some opinions. Also, I have pretty big hands and want something that doesn't leave my little
finger dangling. Opinine? Page 2 Ok, I know it's probably going to be a thing, but here goes. I want to get a nice Scandinavian grind knife and planned on getting the Skookum Bush tool. But I didn't like waiting 2 with 1/2 years. I've watched more than a few videos on a pen stick and at a hundred dollars
cheaper the only real difference I see is the curve knife and placement point. I would love to hear some opinions. Also, I have pretty big hands and want something that doesn't leave my little finger dangling. Opinine? I just posted one for sale, which includes some photos in hand for reference. I have
normal-sized hands of big gloves for the most part, but there is enough room for finger, and you won't have that crowded feeling with the way it countours. Okay, I know it's probably going to be a thing, but here goes. I want to get a nice Scandinavian grind knife and planned on on Skookum Bush tool. But I
didn't like waiting 2 with 1/2 years. I've watched more than a few videos on a pen stick and at a hundred dollars cheaper the only real difference I see is the curve knife and placement point. I would love to hear some opinions. Also, I have pretty big hands and want something that doesn't leave my little
finger dangling. Opinine? Many hunting/outdoor shops sell Maura companion, which is damn close. Maybe you could go deal with one? I've got a lot of them. I want a knife forever. I'm ready to go to the top shelf. I've got a lot of them. I want a knife forever. I'm ready to go to the top shelf. If you really like a
companion, then there is a good chance that the pen may be the one for you. There isn't much that a pen stick can do that a companion can't so keep that in mind. For me its more about the pride of property and insurance that it never breaks when I really need it. I had to try a lot of knives, but for me I
think the pen stick is forever a knife. The pen stick is being 1/8 thicker than the satellite's rather large stock, which for me puts it at the perfect thickness. In my quest to do all the knife I started with the sea and loved it, but just didn't feel like it was strong enough, so I bought a esee 4 that's 3/16 thick and
hated almost everthing about it. From there went with BHK Buckeye it's 5/32 thick. I found 5/32 a little more to kill for my needs. I really love that knife, but it's just not tricky enough. Now that I have a pen stick it is almost the perfect knife for me. To change everything I would handle skeletonized to move
the balance more to the blade. The pen stick is being 1/8 thicker than the satellite's rather large stock, which for me puts it at the perfect thickness. The HD MG companion blade is 1/8 thick (hello carbon steel). The House Ok is the one I have stainless and measures .0975 My pen stick 0.1195 The
difference is significant, but I think they are both called 1/8 If you really like a companion, then there is a good chance that the pen may be the one for you. There isn't much that a pen stick can do that a companion can't so keep that in mind. For me its more about the pride of property and insurance that it
never breaks when I really need it. I had to try a lot of knives, but for me I think the pen stick is forever a knife. The pen stick is being 1/8 thicker than the satellite's rather large stock, which for me puts it at the perfect thickness. In my quest to do all the knife I started with the sea and loved it, but just didn't
feel like it was strong enough, so I bought a esee 4 that's 3/16 thick and hated almost everthing about it. From there went with BHK Buckeye it's 5/32 thick. I found 5/32 a little more to kill for my needs. I really like that but it's just not tricky enough. Now that I have a pen stick it is almost the perfect knife for
me. To change everything I would handle skeletonized to move the balance more to the blade. Thank you for this great breakdown. I pretty much decided to skip Skookum and I'm looking at pen stick and bushcrafter. Thank you for this great breakdown. I pretty much decided to skip Skookum and I'm
looking at pen stick and bushcrafter. Bushcraiter looks cool. I'm really on the fence about the spear point. I would try one without buying. I've had my eye on Larry Roberts genesis for a while, just gorgeous. My satellite HD MG microphones at .1295 with my Mitutoyo digital caliper. I agree Featherstick is a
wonderful knife. But then again so my Maura at a much lower price. Dom My Companion HD MG microphones at .1295 with my Mitutoyo digital caliper. I agree Featherstick is a wonderful knife. But then again so my Maura at a much lower price. Home You can't beat the value that Mora brings to the table.
I just didn't feel comfortable with a partial tan for a knife that could be designed to use survival. If I had been thrown into the woods and the only knife I could have been Maura I would have been happy as the heck to have it, but given the choice I would carry BHK instead, which is why I do. Just don't get
me wrong, I love Mora and I always believe that I use them as a reference against other knives that I have. But its not fair at all when it comes to dollars because Mora beats all my knives in the bang for $ department. Department.
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